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PRESENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ON IR IS CASH AND NOT ACCRUAL BASED. THIS IS IN CONSONANCE WITH GOVT. ACCOUNTING RULES BUT, FOR A COMMERCIAL ENTITY, IT DOES NOT GIVE CLEAR PICTURE OF CURRENT LIABILITIES AND ASSETS. IT IS NIETHER TRANSPARENT NOR MEANINGFUL TO OUTSIDERS (MULTILATERAL LENDING AGENCIES/ CREDIT RATING AGENCIES / FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS). FURTHER PRESENT ACCOUNTING REPORTS ARE NOT MEANIGFULLY USED BY RLY MANAGERS.

INDIAN RAILWAYS BEING A DEPARTMENTAL COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING, AS PER ACCOUNTS CODE, PREPARE A PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET AND A PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT IN SUPPORT OF THEIR APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS. THIS IS RECOMMENDED UNDER RULE 36 OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING RULES , 1990.

IR DOES NOT FOLLOW A SYSTEM OF DISCLOSING THE SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES WHICH SHOULD FORM THE VERY BASIS OF PREPARATION OF ANY FINANCIAL STATEMENT (EG., ACCOUNTING OF FIXED ASSETS, DEPRECIATION AND PROVISION OF LIABILITY FOR PENSION, REVENUE RECOGNITION ETC.).NO ACCOUNTING STANDARD(AS) IS FOLLOWED ON IR.
IR PROJECTS AN “OPERATING RATIO” AS THE ONLY PARAMETER OF EFFICIENCY. THE SAME CANNOT REPLACE NET PROFIT (PBIT OR PAT) TO TRANSPARENTLY DEPICT ITS FINANCIAL HEALTH AND FOR BENCHMARKING.

“DIVIDEND’ TO EXCHEQUER’ ON IR IS A MISNOMER AS IT IS PAYABLE IRRESPECTIVE OF PROFIT OR LOSS. THIS IS AN INTEREST ON DEBT IN PERPETUITY WHICH IS BOOKED TO ORDINARY EXPENSES.

ACCORDINGLY RECOGNITION, MEASUREMENT, DISCLOSURE AND COMPARABILITY IN ACCOUNTS ARE PRESENTLY INACCURATELY DONE OWING TO THE LIMITATION IN IR’s ACCOUNTING.
PRESENT IR ACCOUNTING POLICY – BALANCE SHEET

- **LIABILITIES** DEPICTED IN B/S ON IR COMPRISSE OF INVESTMENTS FINANCED FROM LOAN CAPITAL (ADVANCED FROM GENERAL BUDGET) AND OTHER FUNDS (EITHER FINANCED FROM INTERNAL RESOURCES OR SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION FROM GENERAL BUDGET OR SHARE OF DIESEL CESS), BALANCES UNDER RESERVE AND OTHER FUNDS/ DEPOSITS LYING IN THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS OF INDIA AND SUNDRY CREDITORS (DEMAND PAYABLE AND OUTSTANDING DUES).

- **ASSETS** OF IR COMPRISSE OF BLOCK ASSETS (LAND, STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT, MOVEABLE ASSETS, INVENTORY AND INVESTMENTS) CREATED OUT OF LOAN CAPITAL AND OTHER RESERVE FUNDS/ DEPOSIT LYING IN GOI, OTHER ASSETS SUCH AS CASH IN HAND, UNREALIZED REVENUES AND SUNDRY DEBTORS.

- **THE SCHEDULES** IN THE BALANCE SHEET ARE PRESENTLY INADEQUATE TO PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO DIFFERENT ENTRIES.
NEED FOR ACCOUNTING REFORMS-I

➢ DESPITE BEING A COMMERCIAL ORGANISATION, A TRANSPARENT, TRUE AND FAIR PICTURE OF PROFITABILITY IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THE ABSENCE OF OBSERVANCE OF STANDARD COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTING PRACTICES.

➢ ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENT OF STANDARD COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTING PRACTICES MUST BE FOLLOWED BESIDES CONFORMING TO GOVT. ACCOUNTING NORMS. THIS AS A FIRST STEP IS REQUIRED TO BE INCORPORATED IN THE PROFORMA ACCOUNT WHICH ARE KEPT OUTSIDE NORMAL GOVT. ACCOUNTS.

➢ STRATEGIC DECISIONS ON PRICING, INVESTMENTS, ASSET RENEWAL AND REPLACEMENT & PROFITABILITY PRESENTLY CAN ONLY BE TAKEN BASED ON RESULTS DERIVED FROM STANDARD PRACTICE OF COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTING.

➢ IT IS A COMMON BELIEF THAT IR UNDERPRICES CERTAIN SERVICES AND UNDER INVESTS & CREATE INADEQUATE DEPRECIATION PROVISION WHICH LEAD TO SUB-OPTIMAL ASSET CREATION/MAINTENANCE, PROFITABILITY & GROWTH.
NEED FOR ACCOUNTING REFORMS ON IR - II

➢ It is also an accepted belief that if significantly disclosed appropriate norms of commercial accounting on depreciation and pension provision were to be followed and correct payment of interest/dividend at charge ensured, IR would have possibly projected a net loss in some of the past years.

➢ 100% FDI has now been permitted by GOI. FD investors as well as PPP investors would definitely require clarity on profitability of the network through observance of generally accepted accounting policy.

➢ IRFC would find it difficult to raise capital without the support of commercial accounting based indexes.

➢ Any possible restructuring initiative on IR can only be guided by financial results derived through accepted commercial accounting practices.

➢ Recently planned regulators will insist on this including train and route wise cost and revenue data.

➢ The need has already been accepted with an initiative from ADB to fund accounting reforms. The same is now required to be taken to a finality.
BLOCK ASSETS

- BLOCK ASSET DETAILS PREPARED ARE NOT BASED ON A FIXED ASSET REGISTER (FAR) WHICH GIVE DETAILS OF EACH ASSET LIKE DATE OF PURCHASE/INSTALLATION, ORIGINAL COST AND LOCATION. (IN THE ABSENCE OF THIS, FOR EXAMPLE, THE PROJECTION OF BLOCK ASSETS OF RS. 2,89,374 CR. FOR 2012-13 DOES NOT PROVIDE MEANINGFUL PICTURE WITH OUT F.A.R BREAK-UP.

- THE CAPITAL WORK IN PROGESS (CWIP) (EXPENDITURE INCURRED ON ONGOING CAPITAL PROJECTS) THOUGH A PART OF THE TOTAL BLOCK ASSETS IS NOT DISTINCTLY SHOWN IN THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

- THE BALANCE SHEET OF IR DEPICTS BLOCK ASSETS AT THEIR ORIGINAL COST AND NOT AT DEPRECIATED VALUE (WDV). AS PER PRACTICE FOLLOWED IN GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING, IR DOES NOT DEPRECIATE ITS ASSETS IN ITS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. HOWEVER, IT DEPRECIATES ITS ACCOUNT AT THE TIME OF REPLACEMENT / RENEWAL OR CONDEMNATION WITHOUT REPLACEMENT.
INVESTMENTS

- INVESTMENTS SHOWN IN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS DO NOT DEPICT FAIR VALUE TESTED FOR IMPAIRMENT (DIMINUTION IN THE VALUE OF CARRYING COST AS AGAINST REALIZABLE VALUE) AS PER GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING Principles.

- INVESTMENT OF IR AS PRESENTED IN B/SHEET REPRESENTED THE INVESTMENTS FROM IR CONFERENCE ASSOCIATION EMPLOYEES PROVIDENT FUND AND STAFF BENEFIT FUNDS.

- INVESTMENT IN THE GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKINGS, SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLES AND JOINT VENTURES ETC., ARE NOT DEPICTED UNDER THE HEAD “INVESTMENT”. THESE ARE INCLUDED IN THE BLOCK ASSETS AT ITS ORIGINAL COST. BLOCK ASSETS ARE THUS OVERSTATEd.

THUS THERE IS NO SEPARATION OF ALL ITS FLOATING ASSETS FROM FIXED ASSETS AND THE BLOCK ASSETS. AT THE END OF THE YEAR STANDS OVERSTATED.

AS THE VALUE OF STORES SUSPENSE IN THE BLOCK ASSETS AT THE END OF THE YEAR IS INCLUDED IN THE CAPITAL AT CHARGE. THIS HAS A BEARING ON THE DIVIDEND PAYABLE BY IR TO THE GOVERNMENT.
SUNDARY DEBTORS AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

- IR BALANCE SHEET DEPICT SUNDARY DEBTORS AND OTHER RECEIVABLES AT ITS BOOK VALUE. SUNDARY DEBTORS MAINLY INCLUDE THE DUES RECEIVABLE FROM POWER HOUSES, RAILWAY SIDING OWNERS, OTHER RECEIVABLES FROM CUSTOMERS AND STAFF.

- THESE DUES ARE DEPICTED AT BOOK VALUE IN THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WITHOUT MAKING ANY PROVISION FOR BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS. IN THE ABSENCE OF AGING ANALYSIS AND A POLICY FOR PROVISION FOR BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS, THE REALISABILITY OF THE STATED DUES IS NOT ASCERTAINABLE FROM THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

- NO AGING ANALYSIS OF THE OUTSTANDING DUES IS DONE SO AS TO DECIDE ABOUT THEIR REALISABILITY.
REVENUE RECOGNITION

- IR ACCOUNTS FOR THE UNREALIZED INCOME AS REVENUE FOR THE YEAR AND INCOME RECEIVED IN ADVANCE. ADVANCE FARE (3 MONTHS’ BOOKING) AND FREIGHT CHARGES IS ALSO TREATED AS REVENUE FOR THAT YEAR.

- AS SUCH THE REVENUE FOR THE YEAR REMAINS OVERSTATED AND CURRENT LIABILITIES STAND UNDERSTATE AS THE SERVICES ARE YET TO BE RENDERED.
DEPRECIATION-I

- The system in vogue in IR is to set apart an adhoc sum towards contribution to the depreciation reserve fund by charging off to the working expense as decided by railway convention committee constituted by parliament.

- This appropriation is done based on need cum availability basis instead of in a scientific manner taking into account the historical cost, expected useful life and expected residual value of asset.

- Keeping in view of the asset mix, it can be stated that at least a 4% depreciation is considered required on block account. IR has defaulted on this. (For example in 1960’s & 70’s, more than 70% of track and other assets became overdue for renewal. Hon’ble PM had to bail out IR by granting Rs. 17,000CR. in ‘SPECIAL RAILWAY SAFETY FUND’).

- This existing policy gives leverage to IR to manage the net revenue surplus at the desired level. Further due to adhoc provisioning for the depreciation, profit and loss account does not give fair view of the working results of IR.
DEPRECIATION-II

➢ NO DEPRECIATION POLICY MENTIONED AS A DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICY.

➢ AN ADHOC SUM IS SET ASIDE TOWARDS CONTRIBUTION TO “DEPRECIATION RESERVE FUND” BY CHARGING OFF TO THE WORKING EXPENCES AS DECIDED BY RAILWAY CONVENTION COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED BY PARLIAMENT.

➢ THE NEED – CUM-AVAILABILITY BASIS IS NOT SCIENTIFIC TAKING INTO ACCOUNT HISTORICAL COST, USEFUL LIFE AND EXPECTED RESIDUAL VALUE.

➢ THE ‘AVAILABILITY POLICY’ RESULTS IN UNDER PROVISION OF DEPRECIATION AND SUB OPTIMAL/ INADEQUATE MAINTENANCE/REPLACEMENT OF ASSETS/ADHERENCE TO SAFETY REQUIREMENT.

➢ THE ADHOC NEED BASED DEPRECIATION POLICY IS ALLEGED TO GIVE LEVERAGE TO IR “MANAGE” THE NET REVENUE SURPLUS AT A DESIRED LEVEL AND DOES NOT GIVE A FAIR VIEW OF THE WORKING RESULTS.
CLEAR LIABILITIES

- PARA 220 OF IR ACCOUNTS CODE VOL-1 PROVIDES THAT REVENUE LIABILITY WHICH REMAINS UNDERCHARGED SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO THE ACCOUNTS AS WORKING EXPENSES BY DEBITING SERVICE HEADS AND CONTRA CREDIT TO THE SUSPENSE HEAD CALLED “DEMAND PAYABLE”.

- AS PER NOTE TO PARA 220 OF IR CODE FOR ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT VOL-I, IR DOES NOT INCLUDE LIABILITIES SUCH AS SETTLEMENT DUES, SUPPLY OF SUNDRY MATERIALS, PAYMENT OF COMPENSATIONS UNDER WC ACT.

- IR DOES NOT MAKE PROVISION FOR LIABILITIES OF ARREAR SALARIES OF PAY COMMISSION LEADING TO FINANCIAL INDICATORS OF DISBURSING YEARS GETTING AVOIDABLY ADVERSELY AFFECTED.

- IR DOES NOT INCLUDE LIABILITIES SUCH AS PAYMENT OF DEFERRED DIVIDEND (WHICH IS BASICALLY AN INTEREST ON DEBT) AND GOVT. RAILWAY POLICE (GRP ENGAGED FOR MAINTAINING LAW AND ORDER).

- NON ACCOUNTING OF THE CLEAR LIABILITIES RESULT IN UNDERSTATEMENT OF EXPENSES AND CURRENT LIABILITIES AND OVERSTATEMENT OF NET PROFIT OF THE RESPECTIVE YEARS.
Indian Railways in the financial statements do not disclose contingent liabilities like:

- Guarantees issued to public sector undertaking/SPV/JV,
- Pending court and arbitration cases,
- Disputed claims pending settlements etc.
PENSION PROVISION SHOULD ADEQUATELY COVER LIABILITY TOWARDS PENSION, GRATUITY AND LEAVE ENCASHMENT.

PENSION FUND WAS CREATED BY IR TO COVER THE CURRENT PENSION PAYMENTS AS ALSO TO MEET THE ACCUMULATED LIABILITY.

HOWEVER THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE PENSION FUND IN IR IS BEING MADE, AS DECIDED BY THE RAILWAY CONVENTION COMMITTEE ON THE BASIS OF ACTUAL REQUIREMENT OF PENSION OUTGO EVERY YEAR WITHOUT MAKING PROVISION FOR FUTURE LIABILITIES.

PRUDENT NORM OF CONTRIBUTION OF SAY 12% OF SALARY BILL IS VIOLATED AS CONTRIBUTION RANGED FROM 0 IN 1960-61 TO 2.9% IN 1975-76 LEADING TO ABNORMALLY HIGH APPROPRIATIONS OF 40% OF SALARY BILL SINCE 2000-01 ONWARDS. THIS SHOULD NOT BE CONTINUED.

THE PRACTICE OF MAKING PROVISION ON THE BASIS OF ACTURIAL VALUATION WAS FORMALLY FOLLOWED TILL 1974 AND DISCONTINUED THERE AFTER. NO DISCLOSURE WAS MADE OF THIS SHIFT IN THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
SEGMENT ACCOUNTING

SEGMENT ACCOUNTING CALLS FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTING BASED ON ‘PRODUCTS’ AND ‘GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS’

ALLOCATION OF COMMON COSTS IMPORTANT.


SEGMENT PROFITABILITY CAN HIGHLIGHT HIDDEN CROSS SUBSIDIATION AND FAULTY PRODUCT PRICING AND AID STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING.

THIS FORM OF REPORTING IS ALREADY BEEN IMPLEMENTED ON CHINESE RAILWAYS AND CAN ASSIST IN FUTURE DEBUNDLING EFFORTS OF IR.
IR SHOULD BE GUIDED BY ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (AS-9) ISSUED BY ICAI.

NO DISCLOSURE BY RAILWAYS ON THE POLICY FOLLOWED.

UNREALIZED INCOME ADDED TO THE CURRENT YEAR’S REVENUE. NO REFLECTION IN RECEIVABLES.

INCOME RECEIVED IN ADVANCE (THREE MONTHS’ PASSENGER AND FREIGHT) ALSO TREATED AS REVENUE FOR THE YEAR. REVENUE REMAINS OVER STATED. CURRENT LIABILITIES STAND UNDER STATED AS SERVICES ARE YET TO BE RENDERED.
ACCOUNTING REFORMS – EXPERIENCE SO FAR – I

- ON REVIEW IN 2003-04, ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB) FUNDED THE PROJECT AT AN ESTIMATED COST OF RS.18.31 CR.

- IR TOOK UP A PROJECT ON ACCOUNTING REFORMS FOR IMPLEMENTATION PRACTICES IN LINE WITH COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING. SEPARATION OF ACCOUNTS IS ENVISAGED FOR FIVE SEGMENTS.

- CONSULTANCY CONTRACT AWARDED TO A CONSORTIUM HEADED BY M/S. S.F. AHMED & CO., BANGLADESH WITH M/S. ERNST & YOUNG LEAD PARTNER IN 2005-06 TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS ON ACCOUNTING REFORMS.

- THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECTS ENVISAGED RESTRUCTURING BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TO SUPPORT EXISTING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, GENERATE DATA ON REVENUE AND COST TO ASSESS PROFITABILITY OF DIFFERENT BUSINESS OPERATIONS OF IR AND TO PRODUCE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS MEETING ALL THE COMMERCIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.
### ACCOUNTING REFORMS - MILESTONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>MONTH/YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>SIGNING OF THE CONTRACT AGREEMENT</td>
<td>FEBRUARY 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>COMMENCEMENT OF PROJECT</td>
<td>APRIL 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>COMPLETION OF PROJECT</td>
<td>OCTOBER 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ORIGINAL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INCEPTION REPORT</td>
<td>APRIL 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CURRENT STATE REPORT</td>
<td>MAY 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WORKSHOP NO. 1</td>
<td>OCTOBER 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>MID TERM REPORT</td>
<td>DECEMBER 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WORKSHOP NO. 2</td>
<td>FEBRUARY 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DRAFT FINAL REPORT (SUBMISSION)</td>
<td>JULY 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DRAFT FINAL REPORT (ACCEPTANCE)</td>
<td>JANUARY 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IMPLEMENTATION AT SELECTED LOCATIONS</td>
<td>JULY 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCOUNTING REFORMS- EXPERIENCE SO FAR -II

- TARGET PERIOD OF COMPLETION WAS 30 MONTHS.
- CONSULTANTS SUBMITTED FINAL REPORT JULY 2010.
- EXPENDITURE OF RS. 5.83 CR. MADE UPTO NOVEMBER 2010.
- M.R. IN HER BUDGET SPEECH IN FOR 2010-11 ANNOUNCED THE PROJECT TO GRADUALLY MOVE TO ACCRUAL BASED ACCOUNTING.
RECOMMENDATION-I

- Based on wide discussions/workshops may now be held with all stake holders. We may thereafter complete the task of a detailed Pan India acceptance of KPMG project on accounting reforms with or without modification.

- Implementation may subsequently begin by engaging the same consortium or any other firm for roll out of the reporting process with in a time bound frame work, of say 1 year.

- Teams of chartered accounts may be engaged at railway board and zonal railway levels by induction at say S.O. level to aid this through a special recruitment. The team can additionally handle service tax issues.

- Gasab is examining adoption of accrual based commercial accounting system in govt, budgeting and accounting. The same may be co-ordinated, monitored and expedited to meet IR’s requirements.
IR MAY DISCLOSE THE SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES TO BE UNIFORMLY FOLLOWED AND CHANGES PROPOSED FROM TIME TO TIME IN THE PREPARATION OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

THE SCHEDULES AND EXPLANATORY NOTES ON ALL MAJOR ITEMS OF THE BALANCE SHEET AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT SHOULD BE INCORPORATED FOR BETTER PRESENTATION AND UNDERSTANDING OF PROFORMA ACCOUNTS.

ON RECEIPT OF THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE STUDY OF PROVISIONING OF DEPRECIATION BEING CONDUCTED BY RITES, IR MAY WIDELY DELIBERATE AND ACCEPT A POLICY.

GENERALLY ACCEPTED COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES IN RESPECT OF ACCOUNTING OF FIXED ASSETS, INVESTMENTS, INVENTORIES, SUNDRY DEBTORS AND CLEAR LIABILITIES NEED TO BE DECIDED AND FOLLOWED.

REPORTING OF CONTINGENT LIABILITIES SHOULD ALSO BE MADE.
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT SHOULD DEPICT INCOME EARNED AND EXPENDITURE INCURRED PERTAINING TO THE FINANCIAL YEAR. IR SHOULD CLEARLY DISCLOSE ITS POLICY ON PROVISION FOR DEPRECIATION AND PENSION.

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS(AS) BASED FINANCIAL REPORTING MAY BE ADOPTED FOR PROFORMA P&L AND B/S TO ENSURE CONSISTENCY AND TRANSPARENCY IN REPORTING AND PROPER PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. ANY DEPARTURE/DEVIATION MAY BE ADOPTED WITH TRANSPARENT DISCLOSURE.

IR SHOULD PREPARE AND WORK ON A ROAD MAP TO PACE UP THE PROCESS OF TRANSITION TOWARDS A SYSTEM OF ACCRUAL BASED GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL REPORTING.
THANK YOU...
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